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SCHEMATICS

 SIDEBOARD

50cm x 198cm H 80cm

19,69'' x 77,95'' H 31,5''

50cm x 236cm H 80cm

19,69'' x 92,91'' H 31,5''

RECTANGULAR CENTRAL

90cm x 160cm H 26cm

35,43'' x 62,99'' H 10,24''

RECTANGULAR ACCENT

38cm x 53cm H 50cm

14,96'' x 20,87'' H 19,69''

FINISHINGS

Frame finishing

PEWTER BRASS WALNUT-PEWTER Smoked Oak/Brass Walnut/Glossy Lead Smoked
Oak/Glossy Mink

Top finishing

WALNUT SMOKED OAK
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESIGNER: Tapinassi & Manzoni

COFFEE TABLE: Kendo coffee table is an exemplary merge of
modern design and function. The perfect item that will
embellish not only your living room, but any other space, with its
sophisticated details and elegant lines. The main feature of this
table is the non-removable metal storage compartment with
rawhide base which fits elegantly in the wooden structure and
catches eye creating a game of contrasts that characterizes the
whole collection.

SIDE TABLE: Kendo side table, in wood with a metal base, is a
comfortable item on which you can place a book or a glass, to
make your relaxing moments last longer. It carries all the major
characteristics of the Kendo line, the elegant metal insert adds
a shining touch to this item.

SIDEBOARD: Kendo Sideboard completes the Dining area,
enriching the project with elements of high-skilled cabinet
craftsmanship, synonymous with Italian craftsmanship
excellence.  Storage units that express originality and care for
detail. Functional and versatile furnishing elements.  An
originality expressed in primary forms that play on the contrasts
between materials and colours. Furnishing elements projected
into modernity, for an up-to-date take on the more classic style
of the storage units of the living area.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COFFEE & SIDE TABLES: Coffee and side tables have legs in
oak or walnut solid wood and top in brushed open-pore  oak or
walnut veneer, characterized with a pewter or brass metal insert
that embellish the design. The base of the side table is in
brushed metal.

SIDEBOARD: Base and details in laser-cut sheet metal (10 mm
thick), curved, polished and painted in various finishes. Storage
elements and tops with details in solid walnut or oak and panels
in MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) veneered in various types
of wood or with a gloss lacquer finish in various colours to be
chosen from the pattern book.  Door in MDF with wing-type
opening and handle with milled edges.  The interior of the
sideboard is entirely in wood.  Internal shelves are available in
extra-light tempered glass with polished ground edges (8 mm
thick).  The sideboard is designed to be fitted with an interior
set of led lights with opening sensors, on sale separately as an
option.
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NOTES
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